Thus, by 1929 the U.S. publishers as well as the American manufacturers found their growing foreign operations shaping their trade preferences in the direction of free trade. 

The central debate appeared to be over the extent of protection rather than over the best strategy for opening markets. In 1919 this debate was reflected in the different positions adopted by St. Regis and International Paper. St. Regis felt the best way to ensure open markets was through unilateral policy moves. International Paper viewed aggressive, retaliatory policies as more effective. But even this must debate over strategy was not evident in 1929. By that time, the extension of all the major U.S. firms' operations into Canada aligned their interests and strategies on the tariff issue. No internal debates over the industry's preference for free trade in newspaper were visible at this point.

Overall, the newspaper industry provides strong support for the argument advanced about Type IV industries. Having extensive and integrated foreign operations, the U.S. manufacturers found themselves tied closely to the international economy, which in turn conditioned their trade preferences. They consistently supported the duty-free status of newspaper imports in the 1920s, despite the economic distress they were experiencing. In addition, their support for open markets increased as their foreign investment ties deepened in the late 1920s.

As the case suggests, extensive, integrated multinational operations can pull firms away from preferences for protection generated by severe import competition and economic difficulty.

CHAPTER 4
The 1970s U.S. Case Studies

Six American industries in the 1970s are examined below to see whether they fit the hypothesis that industries with substantial links to the international economy are less protectionist than more domestically oriented industries, even if both are facing serious economic distress. As in chapter 3, each case study has two parts. First, the industry's economic difficulties and import problems are discussed in order to document its prior interest in protecting its domestic market. Then the industry's ties to the international economy are detailed at both the industry and the firm levels, to allow classification of each case in terms of the argument and to generate expectations about its preferences on trade.

Second, the industry's preferences on trade issues, as expressed in three surveys, are examined. In the 1970s, trade law, rather than the tariff, was the major means of obtaining protection from imports in the United States. Thus a central focus here is the industry's activism in petitioning and lobbying the relevant executive agencies, i.e., the U.S. International Trade Commission (ITC), the Department of Commerce, the Department of the Treasury, and the office of the U.S. Special Trade Representative. Another consideration is each industry's involvement in Congress, especially its testimony concerning the GATT negotiations of the Tokyo Round and other attempts to introduce trade legislation. Finally, the industry's internal political divisions over trade issues are discussed. The focus is on divisions among the firms and the effects of these divisions on the industry's political activities. A survey of these three areas provides a comprehensive picture of our dependent variable—the trade preferences of the selected 1970s industries and of the firms within them.

CASE I: Footwear
The U.S. nonrubber footwear industry experienced tremendous economic distress and decline during the 1970s. Factory closings were numerous, with over 400 U.S. factories shut down between 1968 and
1985. Total employment in the industry declined each year, and its profitability also suffered badly.

The footwear industry was also besieged by imports. Its rate of increase in import penetration was one of the highest among U.S. manufacturers between 1971 and 1978. Moreover, import penetration surged 111 percent between 1968 and 1976, and 54 percent between 1971 and 1978. In absolute terms, nonrubber footwear imports accounted for 21.5 percent of U.S. consumption in 1968 and for 31 percent in 1979. Because of this foreign competition and economic distress, the footwear industry was likely to seek protection.

In terms of its ties to the international economy, the manufacture of nonrubber footwear was a Type I industry, lacking significant exports and multinational operations. In all aspects, its trade dependence was limited. Its net trade balance became increasingly negative in the 1970s. While imports as a percentage of domestic consumption surged during the decade, exports never moved beyond .05 percent of domestic consumption. U.S. producers of nonrubber footwear were never successful exporters. At the same time, they experienced keenest competition in their home market from foreign producers.

The U.S. footwear industry had little multinational production. Its direct foreign investment was small, about $5 million in 1977. Its


4 Ibid., "Nonrubber Footwear Fact Sheet.


6 Ibid.

7 Ibid.

8 U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis, unpublished data, January 1978. This data for the individual leather and leather products sector is necessary for the footwear industry.

9 Ratio of foreign assets to total assets hovered around 4 percent, unchanged since the 1960s. Whatever, multinational, existed did not involve integrated global operations. Footwear production done abroad by U.S. firms, little was exposed back to the United States. The largest firms, however, did develop into major importers into the U.S. market after the late 1970s. Some of these firms began offshore production; others simply bought from foreign producers. By the early 1980s, the international ties of these large firms had become important, and were often their primary source of profits. Overall, however, the multinational position of the U.S. footwear industry was relatively small, despite the dependence of the larger firms on foreign sources by the 1980s.

Two other aspects of the industry affected its trade policy preferences. First, the industry was relatively unorganized. It consisted of almost a thousand establishments in the early 1970s. Most of these firms were small and privately owned. The industry was homogeneous; most of its firms were similar in structure and possessed few, if any, international ties. This made political cooperation easier. Only the largest had any interest in the international market, and only after 1980 was this of any consequence. Second, footwear production was labor intensive and not technologically dynamic. This made adjusting to foreign competition difficult. Little technology was available to reduce the industry's labor intensiveness, and even this small labor was too small to afford any large innovations. The U.S. footwear producers experienced great import competition over the decade, lacked international ties, and had little ability to adjust to this foreign new competition.
The central political issue facing the U.S. footwear industry in the 1970s concerned imports, especially the rapid, disruptive adjustment problems they caused in the U.S. market. At the level of imports rose over the 1970s, the industry became increasingly adamant in its attempts to gain protection. Its activities in petitioning the ITC, in lobbying Congress, and in developing a unified industry position demonstrated the intensity of its desire for restraining on imports. By the early 1980s, however, this consensus for protection had begun to break down.

The industry was very active throughout the 1970s in pressing the ITC and various executive agencies for relief. Between 1973 and 1978, footwear manufacturers, workers, and unions petitioned the ITC approximately 333 times. Although the majority of these petitions were for trade adjustment assistance to individual workers or firms, the remaining 22 involved industry attempts to receive escape clause treatment or to have antidumping and countervailing duties imposed on imports. Of these cases, the industry’s three petitions for escape clause action, which demanded greatly increased tariff rates (or quotas) on all shoe imports, deserve special attention.

The first of these escape clause petitions was filed in 1970 at the urging of President Richard M. Nixon. This petition, one of the first concerted actions by the industry as a whole, was motivated in part by the surge of imports following the Kennedy Round tariff cuts on footwear duties implemented in 1968. U.S. footwear manufacturers, smarting from these rising foreign sales, began demanding a repeal of the tariff cuts and voicing strong opposition to any new bill granting the President authority to reduce tariffs in multilateral negotiations.

To calm the industry, President Nixon instructed the ITC—then the SCIC—to investigate whether the tariff cuts had indeed allowed imports to hurt the domestic industry. This escape clause investigation produced little. After months of inquiry, the ITC was evenly divided on whether the industry was being injured by imports. Under the laws then in effect, a split decision meant the President was not required to do anything, which was exactly the course he chose.

The President’s inaction surprised and upset the footwear industry.
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and that the U.S. trade laws would be rewritten so that the costs of seeking import relief would be reduced. In 1970 and 1971, the shoe industry worked to obtain promises of quotas in the legislation on trade reform. In the Trade Bill of 1971, known as the Mills Bill, the House Ways and Means Committee drafted legislation granting import quotas to shoes as well as to textiles and apparel. Footwear would thus have obtained the special status that textiles and apparel had in their exemption from multilateral tariff-cutting negotiations, but this never occurred. The inclusion of the escape clause action by President Nixon in 1971 alleviated pressure on Congress to revise its own aid for the footwear industry. Moreover, the demise of the Mills Bill in the Senate meant that nothing was done for shoes.

During consideration of a new trade reform bill in 1973 and 1974, the footwear industry continued to prefer exemption from the tariff-reduction negotiations and the development instead of a program of import controls similar to those on textiles and apparel in the Multifiber Agreement. The industry’s efforts to realize this goal were largely fruitless. But pressure from the footwear manufacturers, as well as from other industries, did help change U.S. trade laws. The alternatives to the existing laws favored by the industry included easing the conditions required for finding import injury in escape clause cases, forcing the President to act on cases where injury was found but relief recommendations were divided, providing congressional review of these presidential decisions, and placing time limits on investigations of trade disputes. Many of these changes were adopted in the Trade Act of 1974. This act also contained three amendments designed specifically to help the industry by Senator from the shoe-sensitive New England area. These excluded certain footwear from car status, authorized presidential negotiations of special trade agreements on footwear, and forced the Treasury Department to impose countervailing duties on footwear if investigations showed such violations to be occurring. These actions did not give footwear the special status desired but did lean in that direction.

---

2 Ibid.
3 Ockerley, Making Foreign Economic Policy, pp. 187-89. Interv. 3. 4 Interview.
5 UsASI (Generalized System of Preferences) is a system by which developing countries can get preferential access to the markets of developed countries.
Chapter 4 • 1970s U.S. Cases

The next burst of congressional activity by the footwear industry occurred in the late 1970s. In 1979, the industry’s pressure once again helped to generate changes in U.S. trade laws, which reduced the costs of gaining import relief. These revisions included shifting authority over anti-dumping and countervailing duty investigations from the Treasury Department to the Commerce Department, one more friendly to the industry.14 The industry also created a self-help industry sector advisory committee in the Tokyo Round negotiations of the GATT to ensure that any tariff cuts on its products were minimal and reciprocal.15 The industry also developed a formal congressional footwear caucus, comprised of Senate and House members sympathetic to the industry’s demands. This caucus was used to ensure that proposals opposed by the industry were not included in the Trade Act of 1979. Today it provides a major source of pressure on the ITC and STB, and thus on the President, to take heed of the footwear industry’s demands for import relief.16

We have seen that the U.S. footwear industry, beginning in 1970, worked through numerous channels in its mounting efforts to realize its objective of global relief from import competition. As a cohesive political force, the industry was increasingly determined in its efforts as imports surged and economic decline accelerated. Politically, the industry was organized into two opposing associations. U.S. manufacturers of shoes operated through the American Footwear Industry Association, which was the central force behind the industry’s ITC petitioners and its congressional lobbying. In fact, the AFA did little in the 1970s besides pursue the industry’s desire for import relief. The problems posed by foreign competition were clearly its primary preoccupation.

The AFA’s decision making on trade policy revealed a domestically oriented industry, fairly united in its desire for import protection. Participants in this decision-making report that few, if any, divisions arose over the association’s pursuit of import relief. Unanimous sentiment for such action among the association’s members, which included all the major U.S. manufacturers, is claimed.17 One association official said, “It’s easy to form policy in this industry because all the manufacturers make most of their profits and have most of their capital invested in the U.S. market, so they know they have to protect that market first.”18

The industry’s unity and preference for import relief was thus related to its industrial structure. That few firms exported shoes, that most foreign markets were closed to U.S. footwear exports, and that few of the firms were multinational meant that the domestic market alone was of crucial importance. The weakness of these ties to the international economy fostered protectionist sentiment, which in turn inhibited the development of international trade.19

The primary opposition to the AFA was led by shoe importers and retailers in the United States, organized in the Volume Footwear Retailers’ Association (VORA). Representing large importers like Matsumoto and retailers such as Sears Roebuck, the VORA consistently opposed the AFA’s attempts to obtain escape clause relief. The VORA testified against the AFA in ITC investigations and in congressional hearings.20 The VORA’s opposition to restrictions on imports resulted from its members’ ties to the international economy. As large-volume footwear importers, these firms did not want their supplies reduced and/or prices increased, which would be the likely effect of increased trade barriers. The VORA was increasingly supported by a group of firms that were also members of the AFA after the late 1960s. In the 1980s, large firms reduced manufacturing capacity in the United States and moved offshore, either manufacturing or simply importing. This movement broadened prior changes in their political interests and activities. Many resigned from the AFA and became active in the VORA, thus...

Footwear and Protectionism, p. 175, has suggested greater fragmentation of the industry. He points out that a small core of large firms in the shoe industry were extremely profitable in the 1970s and thus had little interest in the trade issues. These firms paid relatively small dues to the AFA and lent little support to its political activities. The fact that the largest U.S. manufacturer, the Brown Shoe Company, relied on its own several times for escape clause relief in the mid-1970s, however, challenges this claim.

14 AFA interview.
15 AFA interview. One example of this later phenomenon occurred in the late 1980s. At this time, several footwear manufacturers attempted to move production offshore, thus reducing costs by importing cheaper rubber shoe uppers for inclusion in their complete shoes. This move was vigorously opposed by the AFA and by some of its members, who in return sought to have the imported uppers standardized and taxed under the much greater tariff duty for complete shoes. Although hindered by this controversy, the offshore operations have continued.
coming opponents of import barriers. Indeed, the growing divergence of these large firms' interests from the AFA's position was a critical factor enabling President Reagan to deny import relief to the industry in 1980. Thus, it appears that firms chose between the two associations according in part to their degree of integration into the international economy. Those producing or buying abroad joined the VERA and resisted efforts to close the U.S. market to those whose investment by primarily in U.S. manufacturing facilities sided with the AFA and perceived closure of the market as their only means of survival.

Although divisions within the footwear industry became increasingly evident after the late 1970s, the majority of U.S. footwear manufacturers sided with the AFA. This group spent much time and money trying to secure relief from foreign competition in all political arenas. The AFA sought global protection against imports. It resisted reductions in its tariff levels and pressed for strict tariff-rate quotas on all imports. Furthermore, its preference for a closed American shoe market grew stronger throughout the decade and prompted increased activity toward this end. As imports surged between 1968 and 1976, the industry devoted more and more resources to this political battle. Overall, the industry's strong preference for protection of its home market resulted from its manufacturers' dependence upon this home market and their lack of ties to the international economy.

Case 8: Machine Tools

The U.S. machine tool industry experienced rising economic difficulties during the 1970s. From a strong, if not preeminent, international position in the 1960s, the industry lost its comparative advantage. In its higher technology product lines, the industry was challenged by West Germany, and was later overtaken by Japanese, makers of machine tools. In its older, more standardized products, various newly industrializing countries (NICs) captured world market shares from the U.S. firms. The U.S. industry began losing both world and domestic market shares to these foreign competitors; imports as a percentage of domestic consumption doubled between 1970 and 1977, while the U.S. share of world exports fell from 23 percent in 1964 to 7 percent in 1977. From its long-standing position as a net exporter, the U.S. industry was reduced to a net importer by 1977. This loss of world leadership in technology and export performance was a central indicator of the industry's fundamental economic problems. Signs of the industry's economic distress were widespread in the 1970s. Declining employment and profitability showed the deceleration of growth from the 1960s. In addition, the number of firms in the industry dropped from the late 1960s to the mid-1970s. Employment, profitability, and the number of firms all moved cyclically over the 1970s, but they generally closed the decade at a lower level than they started it.

The U.S. machine tool industry also encountered an import invasion during the 1970s. Imports surged from $261 million in 1970 to $1,027.6 million in 1979. Import penetration rose from 7 percent to 14 percent between 1970 and 1977, increasing at an average of 3 percent annually over the period. After 1977, import penetration continued rising at a rapid rate, reaching 27 percent by 1981 and 45 percent by 1985. Within the industry, it was imports of lathes and machining centers that grew the most.

The production of U.S. machine tools was a Type II industry throughout most of the 1970s. It had a strong export position and a small multinational position. After 1977, however, it was moving from Type II toward Type I—becoming a much more domestically oriented industry. By the early 1980s, its multinationalism was receding, and its exports had fallen.

- Ibid.
  chine Tool Builders' Association (1972), Economic Handbook of the Machine Tool Industry
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- The statement of the U.S. Dept. of Commerce in 1972 and 1977, Economic Status and U.S. Current Account Balance, 1972 (Washington, D.C.: GPO, 1974) all point to this conclusion, as did the National Institute's Survey of Domestic Exports, Dependence, and Competitiveness on the terms or samples of the industry in each of the surveys. In addition, there is another survey of Table 17.3.5, "Exports of Goods, Services, and Income, and U.S. Trade Balance," in The American Businessman, 1970 and 1979, point to this conclusion.
The industry’s international trade position was favorable during most of the 1970s, although this changed after 1977. The industry’s net trade balance was positive, but decreasingly so, until 1977. It began the decade with a $143.1 million trade surplus, which turned into a deficit of $30.6 million in 1977. The industry’s export position remained strong throughout much of the 1970s. Exports as a percentage of domestic production of machine tools reached a relatively high 19 percent in 1970. This percentage fell over the decade, slipping to 11 percent in 1977. The machine tool sector’s positive net trade balance and strong export position therefore mark it as a Type II industry in the 1970s, although moving toward Type I.

The industry had an average foreign investment position and a small but increasing amount of multinational-related trade. The direct foreign investment of the whole machine tool sector was $159 million in 1977, $105 million in 1979, and $105 million in 1982. As a proportion of total industry assets, the foreign investment of the industry was 10 percent in 1972, rising to 16 percent in 1977. Earnings for the industry’s foreign subsidiaries, as well as their return on capital, rose slightly.

---

The value of foreign trade conducted by the U.S. machine tool industry was highly concentrated with trade relations spread among many of its firms. Second, the U.S. machine tool builders were the earliest developers of the industry’s leading technologies, tempered by the increasing use of domestic controls. The U.S. firms introduced new machines in the mid-1960s, but they did not sell widely until the late 1970s. By the mid-1980s, however, the U.S. industry had lost its technological advantage. Japan was overtaking the United States in this area. By the early 1980s, the Japanese were recognized as the leaders in this technology. This rapid loss of U.S. technological superiority helped explain the industry’s quick transition from a dynamic exporter in the early 1970s to a more benign, domestically oriented industry by the early 1980s.

The Dependent Variable

Throughout most of the 1970s, the U.S. machine tool industry displayed a strong preference for open world markets. Both the industry and other sectors within the high-tech manufacturing belt exhibited a bias against protectionism, at least through the late 1970s. These sectors, however, faced a number of factors that made them more vulnerable to their competitors. The industry was highly dependent on foreign trade, which was further complicated by the fact that the industry was highly dependent on foreign trade. For instance, for the largest firms in the sector, export sales accounted for 15 percent of their total sales. A figure about half that reported in some of the aggregate data. See Feng, “Export Dependence,” pp. 176.

---

The U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis, unpublished data, 1985; U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Direct Investment Abroad, 1984 (Washington, D.C.): U.S. Direct Investment Abroad, 1973. Other sources differ on the identification of changes in this sector’s multinational position. As of 1970, multinationality was small by increasing. The foreign operations of the U.S. machinery group were not geared to supplying the U.S. market; they were largely geared to service the markets in which they operated in the 1970s. Overall, its export dependence was more significant than its multinational operations, again making it a Type II industry before 1977.

Several other points should be noted. First, the industry was relatively unconcentrated. It was composed of over five hundred firms, although its leading eight firms accounted for 47 percent of its production. The industry was homogeneous, with trade relations spread among many of its firms. Second, the U.S. machine tool builders were the earliest developers of the industry’s leading technologies, tempered by the increasing use of domestic controls. The U.S. firms introduced new machines in the mid-1960s, but they did not sell widely until the late 1970s. By the mid-1980s, however, the U.S. industry had lost its technological advantage. Japan was overtaking the United States in this area. By the early 1980s, the Japanese were recognized as the leaders in this technology. This rapid loss of U.S. technological superiority helped explain the industry’s quick transition from a dynamic exporter in the early 1970s to a more benign, domestically oriented industry by the early 1980s.
The public statements and trade policy activities reflected this. For instance, the industry, while pressing for greater export aid from the government, refrained from lodging formal complaints about import restrictions. The U.S. government and the restraints it placed on foreign markets for exports, machine tool firms were cautious in demanding protection from imports. For them, closure of the U.S. market would hurt more than it would help, since it would probably lead to foreign retaliation and the loss of export sales.

Nonetheless, the industry's preference for free trade in the 1970s may seem surprising, though its earlier preference for protection from import competition. During much of the 1960s, the machine tool industry's most pressing concern was Congress, not the executive branch, and their main trade concern was export promotion, not import restrictions. Throughout the decade, the industry focused most of its political efforts on passage of legislation that would aid its exports. The machine tool industry's exports grew rapidly in the 1970s, and the resulting increase in domestic demand enabled the industry to maintain its competitiveness. However, the industry's political strategy was successful in the 1970s, when foreign competition was more threatening.

In the 1970s, the machine tool builders were more politically active than ever. However, the industry's main political concern was Congress, not the executive branch, and its main trade concern was export promotion, not import restrictions. Throughout the decade, the industry focused most of its political efforts on passage of legislation that would aid its exports. The machine tool industry's exports grew rapidly in the 1970s, and the resulting increase in domestic demand enabled the industry to maintain its competitiveness.

The industry's testimony in Congress was devoted disproportionately to two export issues: East-West trade restrictions and export financing. The U.S. government's East-West trade restrictions were important because the Communist Eastern Bloc countries were among the largest and most eager consumers of imported machine tools. Export financing was important because the U.S. government had retained stringent restrictions on all high-technology and national security-related exports to these Communist countries. In 1970, all machine tool exports to these countries were restricted.

The U.S. government's position on East-West trade was important because the Communist Eastern Bloc countries were among the largest and most eager consumers of imported machine tools. Export financing was important because the U.S. government had retained stringent restrictions on all high-technology and national security-related exports to these Communist countries. In 1970, all machine tool exports to these countries were restricted.

The U.S. government's position on East-West trade was important because the Communist Eastern Bloc countries were among the largest and most eager consumers of imported machine tools. Export financing was important because the U.S. government had retained stringent restrictions on all high-technology and national security-related exports to these Communist countries. In 1970, all machine tool exports to these countries were restricted.
The other issue on which the industry pressed Congress involved export financing. The machine tool builders wanted Congress not only to continue programs that helped finance exports but also to expand these programs. The industry pushed for continuation and expansion of the foreign tax credits, the Domestic International Sales Corporation, Export-Import Bank financing, and other governmental programs to enhance U.S. export sales. 

The industry’s pressure for programs to enhance U.S. export sales was effective but not without some internal disagreement. Some export promotion devices were extensive and fairly successful. All these promotion devices were limited, and fewer were expanded. Although the programs were continued, and some were expanded. Although the programs were continued, and some were expanded. However, the machine tool builders did not obtain all the export aid they desired. Their active interest in export promotion programs was apparent.

When the industry convinced itself with legislation relating to import problems in the 1970s, its position favored open world markets. In the early 1970s, it supported the Trade Act of 1974, which granted the President authority to cut tariffs in the multilateral trade negotiations. It also opposed the earlier and more protectionist Mills Trade Bill of 1971 and the Burke-Hartke Trade Bill. An industry spokes-
man said in 1973, “While the NAFTA is concerned over the trends into the U.S. market by foreign competitors...it believes that in the long run free trade...assuming reciprocity, fair trading practices on all sides...ran free trade...assuming reciprocity, fair trading practices on all sides...ran free trade...assuming reciprocity, fair trading practices on all sides...ran free trade...assuming reciprocity, fair trading practices on all sides..., tends to be less inevitable and desirable.” 


During the 1970s, the industry rarely resorted to use of the U.S. trade laws to contain foreign competition. Only in 1977 did it consider filing a Section 301 petition. This marked the start of the industry’s turn away from free trade, as it began complaining about Japanese firms’ tactics.

In late 1977, during congressional hearings on the causes of the U.S. trade deficit, the machine tool builders began voicing complaints about Japanese imports. These complaints concerned dumping and subsidization of exports to the United States by Japanese firms. The U.S. manufacturers charged that the Japanese were using unfair trading practices to seize U.S. market shares.

At the urging of the chairman of the congressional Committee on Ways and Means, the industry decided to file a formal complaint with the RTC. This unfair trade position was never actually filed. The industry’s political association, the National Machine Tool Builders Association (NMTBA), publicly announced its intention to form a committee to develop antidumping charges against the Japanese in December 1977. The Japanese responded immediately to this threat. They announced price increases on their machine tool exports to the United States and a government plan to “screen” machine tool export levels. The U.S. industry then charged the Japanese with reactivating their machine tool cartel in order to undercut the U.S. builders’ complaints. Just as the NMTBA was preparing to file its charges with the RTC, however, the U.S. Justice Department began antitrust proceedings against the NMTBA, subpoenaing and impounding all of its documents. The Justice Department maintained that the NMTBA was acting collusively with the Japanese, seeking to control imports in order to raise machine tool prices. This antitrust proceeding ended the industry’s attempt to file its unfair trade petition. For the next two and a half years, it hailed the Justice Department instead of its import problems.

After termination of the Justice Department investigation in 1981, the machine tool builders returned to their concerns with Japanese imports. This time, however, the industry chose not to involve the NMTBA. Instead, a single firm, Hazard Industries, decided to take action. With the support of the U.S. Special Trade Representative,
Houdaille filed its complaint against the Japanese in May 1978. Charging that the Japanese were employing all sorts of unfair trading practices to "target" the U.S. market, Houdaille requested that the President respond by denying all purchasers of Japanese machine tools a tax credit for this investment. Although innovative, Houdaille's petition was rejected in April 1981.12

Finally, in March 1981, the NMTBA filed its own complaint with the SEC. This time the industry was demanding global import relief in the form of a quota limiting imports to 17.5 percent of domestic consumption, and no longer simply selective relief from the Japanese threat.13 The NMTBA filed its charges under the national security provision of U.S. trade law (section 301), which allows the President to impose restrictions on products vital to the national security of the country. Angry because machine tool exports had been controlled in the 1970s due to their "national security implications," the industry was trying now to use the government's own arguments to obtain import relief.14 This petition demonstrated the industry's departure from a free trade position, which was not unexpected, given its deteriorating international trade position.

The political divisions among U.S. machine tool manufacturers in the 1970s were minimal, or at least highly obscure. Despite the large number of firms and their diverse economic situations, few internal divisions over trade issues surfaced.15 In part, the builders' similar ties to the international economy—i.e., their high levels of exports and low multinationality—accounted for this lack of division. But it also stemmed from the NMTBA, their well-established political association. Created in 1956, the NMTBA had long organized cooperation among the industry's firms in order to prevent, or mitigate, its cyclical behavior.16 The NMTBA represented over four hundred firms, 90 percent of the industry. Its policy-making procedures appeared open and fair;

and consensus building seemed essential.17 Its policy-making bodies tended to include spokesmen for all segments of the industry, thus suggesting its positions were representative of the entire industry's preferences.18 In general, the NMTBA was able to present a unified industry position on trade issues in the 1970s.

The NMTBA's expressed preference for free trade and its activities in support of exports and trade liberalization in the 1970s seem to have represented a consensus position. In any case, no machine tool firm spoke out against the NMTBA's position. The only individual effort by a machine tool builder was the 1982 trade petition by Houdaille Industries. Although this firm was less multinational than other large firms in the industry and thus perhaps more likely to take action against imports, its petition was evidently supported by much of the industry.19 Because it was worried about renewed Justice Department antitrust action if it tried to collect the data necessary for the suit and because the suit was focused on a few narrow product lines, the NMTBA refrained from involving itself in the Houdaille case, even though it tacitly supported the action.20 Furthermore, the association had its own petition to file, which demanded global relief and was supposedly supported by "every single firm in the industry."21

The trade policy preferences of the U.S. machine tool industry were focused on free trade and export promotion during the 1970s. Much as one would expect of a Type II industry, the machine tool builders were most concerned with access to foreign markets and were willing to open their home markets up in return for greater access abroad. The industry acted upon these preferences and resisted the pressures for protectionism emanating from its economic difficulties and rising imports during much of the 1970s. By 1978, however, changes in the machine tool builders' economic situation were registered in their trade policy preferences. As their ties to the international economy weakened and their competitive advantage—in the form of superior technology—eroded, the industry embarked on a more protectionist course, turning away from its support of trade liberalization and its concern with exports. The machine tool industry's attempts to obtain import relief in the early 1980s were a manifestation of its weakened international economic ties.

15 NMTBA interview; Protection was eventually given to the industry through the negotiation of voluntary export restraint accords in 1986, see Wall Street Journal, November 9, 1986, November 11, 1986, November 14, 1986, and December 17, 1986; NMT, July 3, 1981.
16 NMTBA interview.
19 NMTBA interview.
20 Ibid.
21 Ibid.
production rose and fell throughout the 1970s.16 Profitability was also volatile, falling between 1969 and 1972, between 1974 and 1975, and between 1978 and 1979. Thus, while not a period of absolute secular decline for the industry, the 1970s were a time of increasing instability and severe cyclical distortions.

Import penetration of the U.S. market rose on average between 1971 and 1977. From 2 percent of domestic supply in 1970, imports rose to 12 percent in 1977. In absolute terms, the value of imports surged from $1,077.7 million in 1970 to $3,139.8 million in 1977.17 In addition to its economic difficulties, the industry faced a double challenge from foreign competitors. Rising import penetration by the Japanese and growing foreign investment by the West Europeans.

By the early 1970s, the industry had begun selling its third wave of new products: large-scale integrated circuits (LSI). This group of products was introduced even more rapidly than previous generations. The accelerated development was largely due to the increased foreign competition. Japanese companies produced new versions of LSI circuits in quick succession, forcing the U.S. firms to keep up with their development of their four generation of products, the very large-scale integrated circuits (VLSI). This rendered the industry increasingly volatile.

The economic distress in the U.S. semiconductor industry caused by these challenges was highly cyclical. Problems were worst in the periods from 1969-1972, 1974-1975, and from 1978 to 1979. Reversing its historically steady trend, employment in semiconductor
Semiconductors

Casted in the United States were exported to foreign subsidiaries for further processing and then returned to the United States for final assembly and/or sale. This worldwide migration of production differed from mere exporting or the establishment of foreign production facilities to service local or third-country markets. This trade tied firms tightly to the international economy and made them sensitive to trade barriers, since the heightening of such barriers could destroy their global network of production and sales.

Second, the U.S. semiconductor industry was relatively concentrated. Though populated by many firms, the largest four accounted for 31 percent of all domestic shipments in 1973, and the largest eight for 66 percent. These firms were divided into two separate groups, which increased concentration within the industry. Among these top eight, the two largest—IBM and Western Electric—were "capitive" semiconductor producers, producing only for their own consumption and not for sale in the marketplace. Captive production was common in the industry, accounting for over 50 percent of all domestic shipments.

The noncapitive, or "merchant," U.S. producers of semiconductors were numerous but dominated by three or four firms, who controlled 60 percent of the shipments of merchant semiconductor devices. The leading firms were Texas Instruments, Motorola, Fairchild Camera, and National Semiconductor. After these four were Intel, Mosel, and Advanced Micro Devices. These top seven merchant producers were the domestic industry's economic and political leaders.

The Dependent Variable

During the 1970s, the trade policy preferences of the U.S. semiconductor industry were gradually shaped into explicit demands for greater openness of markets worldwide. Early in the decade, the in-
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industry did not possess a trade policy of its own. Instead, working through the political organization for the electronics industry, the Electronic Industry Association (EIA), it quietly supported efforts to reduce tariffs and non-tariff barriers (NTBs) at home and abroad. In addition, the semiconductor producers followed the association’s opposition to repeal of tax items 606.30 and 607.00 and to the protectionist Burke-Markey Trade Bill. As foreign, especially Japanese, competition rose over the 1970s, the semiconductor industry initiated its own activities to deal with these trade issues. Even in this later phase, when the semiconductor industry leaders were threatening to use U.S. trade laws against the Japanese, the U.S. semiconductor producers remained primarily concerned with securing greater access to the Japanese market. Their strategy was to employ the threat of demanding trade restrictions in order to induce greater Japanese willingness to negotiate tariffs and NTB reductions. As would be expected of this type of industry, the semiconductor producers were interested primarily in maintaining and/or increasing the openness of their home and foreign markets.

In the 1970s, despite rising import levels, the semiconductor industry also did not seek protection through the primary avenues available, U.S. trade law. Some producers did, however, tactfully use these as well as put pressure on the President to achieve their liberal aims. Only two trade petitions to the ITC were filed by the semiconductor industry in this period. One, submitted in 1976 by a small firm, Sprague Electronics, charged the Japanese with dumping capacitors. This petition, eventually rejected by the ITC, had little if any industry support and concerned a first generation product. The other petition, which concerned unfair trading practices and was discussed in greater detail below, was never actually filed. Though the industry did not formally charge the Japanese with trade law violations, it did use the threat of filing such charges to realize its preferences for greater access to the Japanese market. Toward the end of 1975, a group of merchant producers started complaining about Japanese trading practices, as the Japanese began to corner major portions of the world and U.S. market in large-scale memory integrated circuits, especially 68K and 65K RAM devices. The U.S. producers charged the Japanese with export subsidization, dumping, targeting, and nonreciprocal trade behavior. In part, these complaints arose from the surge of Japanese imports into the United States; however, they were also generated by the U.S. firms’ inability to penetrate the Japanese market. At the time, U.S. tariffs on semiconductors averaged only 6 percent, while the Japanese tariffs were 12 percent. Moreover, U.S. foreign investment by the merchant producers in the Japanese semiconductor industry was limited to one major investment by Texas Instruments. The U.S. firms felt that this situation was biased against them.

After circulating these complaints and establishing their own industry organization, the Semiconductor Industry Association (SIA), several leading merchant producers—Intel, Motorola, Advanced Micro Devices, Mosel, National Semiconductor, and Fairchild Camera—decided that the ITC should develop an unfair trading practices (section 337) petition against the Japanese in 1978 and 1979. These six members hoped to use the case to scare the Japanese into adopting fairer trade practices. The association, however, ran into opposition over the petition from both the U.S. government (the office of the Special Trade Representative, in particular) and, most important, other semiconductor and computer firms. The U.S. government, or at least the executive branch as represented by the ITC, opposed the filing of the petition because it was worried about another political confrontation with the Japanese government. Certain U.S. semiconductor firms opposed it for two reasons. First, captive semiconductor producers, like IBM and Western Electric, and computer manufacturers, like IBM, DEC, CDC, and Hewlett-Packard, bought a substantial portion of these semiconductor devices from Japanese producers; they feared such a trade case would disrupt their supply of Japanese imports.

Second, some firms, like Texas Instruments and IBM, had major semiconductor production facilities in Japan; they were concerned that the Japanese government might retaliate against their investments if the United States pursued the case. **Facing opposition from parts of the U.S. government and from the leading multinational semiconductor producers, the SIA decided not to file the unfair trade case.**

The SIA did decide to use the threat of such a case to realize its firms' preferences for greater reciprocity in U.S.-Japanese trade. **Agreeing to this strategy, other major semiconductor producers, mainly IBM, joined with the association in 1979 in pressuring the U.S. government (again mainly the SIA and the President) to open negotiations with the Japanese to accelerate the tariff cuts and ensure implementation of the VAT codes developed in the Tokyo Round.** The United States and Japan began these semiconductor negotiations in 1980, largely because of the SIA's prompting. In 1981, the Japanese agreed to accelerate their tariff reductions. The negotiated agreement called for harmonization of U.S. and Japanese semiconductor tariff rates at 4.5 percent, beginning in 1982. **Further pressure from the U.S. industry led to the resumption of these negotiations in 1983 to eliminate all tariffs on semiconductors in the two countries.**

In addition to these negotiations, the SIA pressed the U.S. government to ensure greater Japanese compliance with the Tokyo Round's VAT codes and, most importantly, to obtain Japanese agreement on opening up the country's telecommunications industry, controlled by Nippon Telephone and Telegraph, to the procurement of foreign suppliers. **The negotiations were initiated and eventually resulted in an agreement acceptable to the U.S. industry.** In fact, in 1981, Motorola won the first foreign contract ever from Nippon Telephone. The SIA maintained that none of these initiatives to reduce trade barriers would have occurred or been successful without its threatening to launch an unfair trade case against the Japanese. Furthermore, it claimed that the trade case was just a means to realize the industry's actual preferences for greater openness in markets throughout the world.

If a first consequence of the SIA's pressure was these U.S.-Japanese efforts to reduce trade barriers, a second consequence was the initiation of an investigation of the integrated circuit industry and its trade by the ITA in 1979. The SIA's numerous complaints and testimony to Congress about the Japanese threat in 1977 and 1978 prompted the lawmakers, in particular the House Ways and Means Committee, to request an investigation by the ITA. **This action was intended to appease the SIA and to increase pressure on the Japanese to adopt reciprocal and fair trading practices. The SIA's attempts at using the U.S. trade laws against the Japanese prompted a flurry of activity in the executive and legislative branches that eventually resulted in the reduction of tariffs and VAT's between the two countries.**

After 1982, increasing economic distress and import competition generated renewed activity by the merchant semiconductor producers on trade issues. In the mid-1980s the SIA and several firms filed trade complaints against the Japanese that charged them with dumping, subsidization, and patent infringement. **The firms did not seek import restraints as a solution, however.** Rather, the firms once again return to the strategy of using these petitions to force the Japanese to open their market and to halt their unfair trade activities. **These complaints did not mean the semiconductor manufacturers had turned protectionists. They revealed the industry's keen and continuing interest in seeing Japanese markets further opened. Not all of the firms supported these trade petitions. Once again, the most international producers—IBM, Texas Instruments, and Motorola—opposed some of these activities.**

The SIA's complaints, nevertheless, got a great deal of political attention, and the U.S. government initiated its own investigation of the industry. All of this pressure resulted in 1986 in the negotiation of an agreement between the United States and Japan to open up the telecommunications industry to foreign suppliers.
and the Japanese to monitor Japanese semiconductor export prices and to allow U.S. firms a larger piece of the Japanese market.16

In Congress, the industry's activity during the 1970s went through three phases, in all of which their interest in trade liberalization was maintained. These activities paralleled their efforts with the executive branch. In the early part of the decade, as already mentioned, the semiconductor industry was not very active in Congress. When it was, it operated through organizations representing a wide spectrum of electronics industries, such as the EIA and the WEMA (Western Electronics Manufacturers' Association). The semiconductor industry's general disinterest in political issues at the time was evident from its lack of political organization. When the industry did concern itself with political matters, it supported the larger association's positions, which generally advocated freer trade. On the key trade issues of the early 1970s, the semiconductor industry gave its support to legislation to begin a new round of multilateral trade negotiations (the Trade Act of 1974) and opposed the protectionist Burke-Hartke Bill and repeal of 1955 items 806.50 and 807.00.17 The industry's political activity in Congress prior to 1976, although minimal, was congruent with its interest in open world markets.

The industry's second phase of congressional activity, beginning in 1976 or so, coincided with the founding of the SIA, which will be discussed in more detail when the industry's internal debates are examined. Created primarily to deal with trade issues, the SIA pressed its case in Congress, voicing its complaints about the Japanese to generate pressure on both the U.S. executive and the Japanese government. The SIA thus testified extensively on Capitol Hill between 1976 and 1979 and began transforming its grievances into legislative proposals.18

The third phase of the industry's congressional activity saw a return to explicit support for freer trade and a broadening of the agenda for aiding the industry. This phase, beginning around 1979 or 1980, coincided with the SIA's expansion to include large U.S. and foreign multinationals engaged in the semiconductor and computer businesses. As already discussed, the new multinational members did not support the unfair trade case against Japan. They wanted instead to develop policy proposals helpful to the multinationals (and the entire industry). The SIA was forced to abandon its filing of the unfair trading practices petition and to turn its complaints into broader proposals for action. The association broadened its agenda, moving away from trade issues to larger questions of industrial policy, and focused on issues like tax policy, antitrust policy, and provisions to reduce capital costs to the industry.19 On questions directly related to trade, the U.S. semiconductor industry supported trade liberalization, as in its backing of the Trade Act of 1979, endorsing the Tokyo Round results.20

The industry's relations with the U.S. government on trade issues were affected by its own internal politics. Lack of organization and divisions among the firms initially constrained their political activity. As we have seen, prior to 1976, the semiconductor producers were represented by associations for the electronics industry. The EIA and WEMA were dominated by the large U.S. multinationals and evinced little concern for the interests of the merchant semiconductor firms.21

With the mounting Japanese import threat beginning in 1976, merchant producers, such as Inel, Motorola, Advanced Micro Devices, National Semiconductor, and Nomet, increasingly sought a political solution to their trade problems. While the EIA and WEMA were not forthcoming, these producers established their own association, the SIA.22 Remaining aloof from the SIA were not only firms in the other electronics industries, which were the major users of semiconductor devices and were represented by the EIA and WEMA, but also two of the largest and most multinational semiconductor producers, IBM and Texas Instruments. These firms did not share the SIA's belief that "something had to be done" to halt the Japanese invasion of the U.S. semiconductor market. The SIA members soon realized that without an industrywide consensus, and in particular without the support of the leading producers—IBM and Texas Instruments—their trade complaints were not likely to be politically successful. Around 1979 the association began seeking to develop such a consensus by expanding its membership. In this process, it brought in IBM and some of the computer manufactur-
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users and major semiconductor users like DEC, CDC, Honeywell, and Hewlett-Packard. Texas Instruments, however, still declined to join, both out of fear of the Japanese reaction and out of a desire to be represented only by its own employees. As noted, this expansion of the SIA changed its political focus, shifting its primary concentration from trade policy to broader industrial policy questions, on which a general consensus could be formed. The enlarged membership of the SIA in turn seems to have increased its political influence, since only after this expansion were its preferences for greater access to the Japanese market acted upon by the U.S. government.

Overall, the semiconductor industry fits our argument about Type III industries. The industry advocated free trade at home and abroad throughout the 1970s. Its international trade and multinational ties meant that protection was not a viable solution to its problems. It maintained this preference throughout the 1970s, despite fearsome import competition and mounting economic problems. The SIA's complaints and petitions in the 1980s were intended less to close the U.S. market than to open the Japanese market. Many U.S. manufacturers felt the Japanese were playing unfairly, and after much frustrating negotiation they decided to use the threat of trade action to compel the Japanese to change their ways. The U.S. manufacturers had become more aggressive in their strategy of dealing with their overseas competitors. Their trade policy preferences had not changed, but their method of pursuing them had.

Case 4: Radios and Televisions

U.S. manufacturers of radio and television sets suffered severe economic difficulties in the 1970s. The decade brought declining U.S. capacity, profitability, and employment for the industry. Plant closings were a common experience; the plants that survived operated at low levels of capacity. Profitability declined every year between 1970 and 1977; and employment in the industry fell almost 50 percent from its peak in 1971 by 1977. This economic hardship accompanied rapidly rising import competition. Import penetration rates increased about 6 to 8 percent annually between 1971 and 1977, with imports capturing 43 percent of the domestic market by 1977. For certain segments of the industry, imports were even more dominant. In 1977, imports accounted for 63 percent of domestic consumption of radios, nearly 50 percent of the market in audio equipment, and close to 65 percent of the sale of black and white television sets in the United States. In fact, by the late 1970s most domestic production of these commodities had ceased, and what remained were U.S. assembly operations on components produced elsewhere. Only color television sets, the best-selling product in the industry, were still produced in some number in the United States in 1977; imports of these claimed over 27 percent of the domestic market in that year. All of these problems made the radio and television manufacturers prime candidates to demand protection.

U.S. radio and television manufacturing was a Type IV industry. It had significant multinational production, but few exports and limited intrafirm trading operations. The international trade position of the industry was not strong. Its net trade balance grew more and more negative over the 1970s, falling some 100 percent between 1970 and 1977. Exports as a percentage of domestic consumption, however, increased in the period, from 5 percent in 1970 to 10 percent in 1977. Much of this increase resulted from heightened use of offshore assembly. Despite this rising export activity, the U.S. industry's global trade position was weakening throughout the period.

The industry's multinational position also points to its categorization as Type IV. The industry began developing multinational production facilities in the 1960s, early in its history. This phase of expansion was accompanied by U.S. domination of the entire industry. After this, U.S. direct foreign investment stabilized and in the 1980s the Japanese assumed domination of the world market. Only in the later part of the decade did U.S. firms renew their movements abroad, but now...
this occurred as a response to economic difficulties and rising competition in the domestic market. Direct foreign investment by the U.S. firms was stable between 1972 and 1977. Foreign assets as a percentage of total assets were about 10 percent in both 1970 and 1977.\footnote{U.S. Dept. of Commerce, 1972 and 1977 Enterprise Inventories.} Multinational trade in the industry was stable but increasing. For instance, the proportion of all multinational affiliates' exports to the United States relative to their affiliates' total sales reached 31 percent in 1977 for the industry, an increase from the early 1970s.\footnote{U.S. multinationals producing radio and television sets had thus established some trading operations among their subsidiaries and parent corporations, which they were intensifying during the decade. Multinational production and trade ties were unevenly distributed in the industry. Among the leading U.S. firms in the early 1970s, RCA and General Electric were the most international; GTE-Sylvania, Magnavox, and Zenith were the least, and Motorola was in between these two groups.\footnote{RCA received almost as much revenue from its television technology licensed to Japanese firms ($50 million per year) during the 1970s as it did from its own sales of televisions.\footnote{By 1980, these rankings had changed to some extent; U.S. firms remaining in the industry had increasingly shifted production offshore, thus reducing RCA, General Electric, and Zenith more similarly dependent on multinational operations.} Three other features of the industry are pertinent. First, the technological advantages held by U.S. manufacturers in this industry had eroded by the late 1960s. At this time, Japanese firms moved to the forefront, mainly through the early introduction of solid-state technology. Ninety percent of Japanese production of radios and televisions in 1971 involved solid-state components instead of the older vacuum tubes; U.S. firms did not produce this new technology in any volume until 1973 or later, which indicates the loss of the U.S. technological lead.\footnote{\cite{Milliken, Decline in an Expanding Industry}} Once this new technology was standardized, competitive advantage shifted further away from U.S. producers to other low-wage producers in East Asia. A second feature involves the degree of foreign investment in the United States in this industry. With the loss of technological superiority, U.S. firms faced two related problems: increased U.S. imports and increased foreign investment in the U.S. market. In 1974, Japanese and West European electronics producers began U.S. production and/or assembly operations. By 1982, of the fifteen manufacturers of televisions in the United States, eleven were foreign owned. A central implication of this was the enormous threat foreign producers posed to U.S. producers in their own home market. Third, the industry was relatively concentrated. The largest eight firms produced over 60 percent of total shipments; and the two largest U.S. firms—RCA and Zenith—accounted for 40 percent of total sales of all color television.\footnote{Only a handful of U.S. firms were important players in the industry: RCA, Zenith, General Electric. Curta-Maches, GTE-Sylvania, Magnavox, and Motorola. All this points to U.S. radio and television manufacturing as a Type IV industry, with substantial multinational operations and limited international trading capacity. These international ties, however, were concentrated among the largest firms. Among these firms, a key division existed between the one hand, General Electric and RCA, the dominant multinationals, and on the other hand, Zenith, GTE-Sylvania, and Magnavox, who were domestically oriented companies.} The Dependent Variable During the 1970s, the trade policy preferences and activities of the radio and television manufacturers reflected the divisions in the industry associated with the firms' different degrees of multinationality. In general, the products with production located mainly in the United States were radio receivers and television sets; within the United States, these products were produced by a small number of firms, primarily RCA and Zenith. In contrast, the products with production located mainly in Mexico were transistors and other semiconductor components; within Mexico, these products were produced by a large number of firms, primarily Magnavox and Telemex. The Dependent Variable.
United States—Zenith, GTE-Sylvania, and Magnavox—waged a continuous battle against selected importers, using all types of trade policy measures. Domestic labor unions eventually joined these firms in their protests against imports, as did various U.S. manufacturers of components (e.g., glass tubes) for the television industry. In opposition were the industry’s highly multinational U.S. firms, such as RCA and the foreign multinationals, who gradually bought out many of the opponents of importers. Though not as vocal, this multinational group weakened the force of the domestic firms’ arguments against imports simply by refusing to join them.

In the late 1960s and throughout the 1970s, the domestically oriented firms employed a variety of trade laws to force the executive branch to take action against imports. These manufacturers leveled charges of dumping, exports subsidization, antitrust violation, and unfair trading practices against selected importers, finally resorting to demands for escape clause relief to staunch the flow of imports. Between 1973 and 1978, the industry filed twenty-four petitions for trade relief with the ICC.122

Two features of these charges are noteworthy. First, they were selective in whom they were directed against: the firms’ concerns were related to Japanese imports only, not to all imports. Second, only particular products were involved in the charges. Color televisions, usually those already assembled, and citizen band radios (CBs) were the prime targets. Other products, such as radio and black-and-white television receivers, were less an object of concern, since by 1973 they were not produced in any number in the United States.

The U.S. television manufacturers’ battle against imports began in 1968 when Zenith, supported by allies in the Electronics Industries Association (EIA), brought antidumping charges against Japanese television imports. Zenith claimed that the Japanese were selling sets in the United States at prices lower than in Japan in order to gain U.S. market share. The charges were referred to the Treasury Department, which was responsible for determining whether such price discrimination was occurring. Two years later (December 1970) the Treasury Department ruled that dumping was indeed being practiced, thus sending the case to the ICC, which had to decide if the dumping had caused injury to the domestic industry. Almost a year later, the ICC found for Zenith and referred the case back to Treasury.

firm, Matsushita, to buy Motorola’s television operations. The Justice Department refused to do anything about the charges, and the case ended quietly four years later in 1978. In another effort, GTE-Sylvania, alleging dumping, filed an unfair trading practices suit (section 337) in 1976 against Japanese importers. Strongly opposed, the U.S. Special Trade Representative and Treasury Department pressured GTE-Sylvania to drop the charges. Prior to 1976, the efforts of these U.S. television manufacturers to obstruct Japanese imports were made individually. In 1976 a coalition of labor unions, two U.S. television manufacturers, GTE-Sylvania and Wells-Gardner, and three U.S. suppliers to the domestic television industry, Corning Glass, Owens-Illinois, and Sprague Electric, calling themselves the Committee to Preserve American Color Televisions—COMPACT—petitioned the ITC to provide escape clause relief. Unlike earlier actions, COMPACT’s demands were for global relief via quotas. Zenith, the only large domestically oriented producer left, did not join COMPACT but did eventually support the petition for quotas on assembled televisions. This move was strongly opposed by RCA. In the industry association’s debate on this petition, RCA vocally disapproved of it.

The ITC not only accepted this escape clause petition but also began its own investigation of all types of television imports. This latter investigation was opposed vigorously by other executive branch departments and was eventually terminated.

The escape clause petition filed by COMPACT was investigated by the ITC, which in 1977 found that injury to the domestic industry existed. The ITC’s recommendation to increase the tariffs on color televisions for five years, which was applauded by COMPACT, was sent to President Carter for a final decision.

For a variety of reasons, he rejected the ITC recommendation and instead negotiated an orderly marketing agreement with the Japanese. The choice of the omsa was partially dictated by fears that if nothing were done for the industry, COMPACT would appeal to Congress, which might override the President’s decision and impose higher tariffs. In May 1977, a three-year omsa with Japan on complete and incomplete color televisions was signed. In 1978 two new OMAs with Taiwan and South Korea were arranged to prevent their imports from filling the gap left by the Japanese limit.

These selective restraints—selective because they affected only certain importers and did not pertain to subassemblies or components—were in general accepted by the U.S. television manufacturers. Zenith was satisfied because it obtained some limits on imports from its major competitors, and RCA did not actively fight the restraints since they did not affect its multinational trade operations. The domestic industry’s response to the omsas was either to accelerate their movement offshore or to sell their operations to foreign companies. For instance, in 1978 Zenith began reducing its U.S. television production operations and moving them to Mexico and Taiwan, and in 1981 GTE sold its Sylvania television operations to the Dutch firm, N. A. Philips. This exodus of U.S. television producers relieved much of the pressure for limits on imports.

This diverse activity during the 1970s to use U.S. trade laws against Japanese importers of television sets suggests the continuous and increasing preference that domestically oriented television manufacturers had for restraint of Japanese competition, as the Japanese seized a technological lead in the industry. Their harassment of the Japanese abated only when the U.S. firms increased their international identity by moving offshore or by being acquired by a foreign multinational. The U.S. manufacturers’ battle against imports did not, however,
investigations was shifted to Commerce. Thus, in addition to pressuring the executive branch, the television manufacturers desiring import relief sought the help of Congress to alter the trade laws to make this more attainable.

The industry remained internally divided throughout the 1970s on trade issues. The basis of this political division related to the firms’ differing multinational positions. Those with extensive multinationalities—like RCA and General Electric—maintained their preference for open markets, fighting to ensure that any import restrictions would be selective and not affect their operations. Those firms whose production was concentrated in the United States—like Zenith, GTE-Sylvania, and Magnavox (until it became part of the Dutch N. A. Philips in 1974)—sought action against the Japanese importers. Having only their home market to lose, these firms felt compelled to resist the Japanese invasion.

These internal divisions had two important ramifications. First, the divisions were reflected in the lack of political organization in this sector. Though the electronics industry as a whole was represented by the ETA, the television manufacturers had no organization to represent them. Within the ETA, the industry was represented on trade issues in two different forums, which were controlled by the two different factions in the industry. In the International Business Council of the ETA, where general trade policy positions were discussed and adopted, the large U.S. and foreign multinational firms held sway, and the councils’ positions were pro-free trade. In the ETA’s Consumer Electronics Products Division, the domestically oriented television manufacturers outnumbered the large international firms, and the policy stances issuing from this group were supportive of trade actions against Japanese imports. The ETA was thus riven by the same political divisions as the industry.

This lack of consensus forced the ETA to avoid taking positions on trade issues or to adopt only the most general ones. The inadequacy of representation provided by the ETA induced the firms wanting trade restrictions to form another organization to promote their interests. In 1976, as mentioned above, several domestic manufacturers helped create, along with a number of labor unions and domestic suppliers of television components, the Committee to Preserve American Color Televisions, which thereafter became the major force for trade restrictions on television imports. This organization, involving a labor-man...
agreement coalition, proved more successful than the earlier individual and tax-backed efforts. Despite contractor's apparent success, the industry ultimately possessed only a weak position because of its serious internal divisions. The inability to develop a consensus position on trade issues and a lack of political organization contributed to its political weakness. When they did not find support among or, worse, were contradicted in their charges by the largest U.S. television manufacturers—RCA and General Electric—those firms fighting against Japanese imports found their cases weakened in the eyes of U.S. government officials. Similarly, without an organization to speak for their cause, the domestically oriented television manufacturers were less able to appeal directly to Congress. These internal divisions, generated by divergences in the multinational ties of the firms, reduced the pressures for action against imports that might otherwise have arisen, given the economic distress felt by the industry in the 1970s.

**Case 5: Watches and Clocks**

The U.S. watch and clock industry experienced great economic upheaval during the 1970s. The technological change from conventional jeweled watches to nonconventional solid-state (digital and analog) watches forced the industry to reorganize. In effect, the industry was bifurcated into two distinct segments—conventional and nonconventional—watch producers. The former group was composed of the long-standing American watch makers, led by Timex and Bulova. The latter group was composed mainly of U.S. semiconductor producers—such as Texas Instruments, National Semiconductor, and Fairchild Camera and Japan imports. Over the decade, conventional watches were displaced by nonconventional ones, and the traditional manufacturers either left the industry or moved into the nonconventional segment.¹⁴⁴

The industry, especially the conventional sector, faced much economic distress. In the decade, employment in conventional watch production was first steady and then declined, while in the nonconventional sector employment rose from 1974 to 1978 and then fell.¹⁴⁵ In addition, the industry experienced a decline in the number of firms producing watches, despite the entrance of many semiconductor firms into the nonconventional segment.¹⁴⁶ The industry's economic performance in terms of its capacity utilization and profitability also suffered. Makers of conventional watches experienced periods of substantial excess production capacity in the early and mid-1970s before they were able to switch to nonconventional watch production. The industry encountered profit problems over the period; significant ups and downs in these firms' profitability between 1972 and 1976 were evident.¹⁴⁷

The industry was also beleaguered by import competition. The watch and clock industry had always faced import competition, but the 1970s brought rapidly increasing rates of import penetration as well as new heights in import penetration levels. Between 1973 and 1977, import penetration of the U.S. market grew an average of 8 percent annually.¹⁴⁸ Imports accounted for 18 percent of domestic supply in 1970, and 28 percent in 1977.¹⁴⁹ The sector experiencing the greatest surge in imports was the nonconventional one. While conventional watch imports maintained a steady proportion of the U.S. market between 1972 and 1976 (between 35 and 28 percent), the nonconventional imports gained market share rapidly, jumping from 12 percent of domestic consumption in 1973 to 33 percent in 1976.¹⁵⁰ This foreign competition, combined with their economic difficulties, made the watch producers likely candidates to seek protection.

U.S. watch and clock manufacture was a Type IV industry, with substantial multinational operations but limited exports and intrafirm trade. However, the nonconventional watch segment was most like Type III, with substantial foreign production and trade activities, as is the semiconductor industry. The net international trade position of the industry over the 1970s was one of increasing deficits.¹⁵¹ Its export
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¹⁵² See, for example, U.S. Dept. of Commerce, U.S. Commerce Reports and Imports 1976:253 and 1977:256. These figures need to be corrected for the offshore assembly trade of U.S. firms. Significant use of these issues 969, 99 and 997.00 in the watch industry began after 1973, and was largely concentrated in the nonconventional watch segment. In 1977, these offshore assembly imports reached about 2.8 million, or 0.7 percent of total imports. By 1978, these imports had soared to 9.8 million, or 4 percent of total imports. Redefining the industry's
dependence was limited but advancing. Exports as a percentage of domestic supply grew from 2 percent in 1970 to 6 percent in 1974 to 13 percent in 1977. Much of this increase was due to rising exports of watch parts and components for offshore assembly into nonconventional watches or modules. Exports of conventional watches and parts from the United States rarely amounted to much, averaging 1 to 2 percent of total shipments in the late 1960s and early 1970s. The export surge of the 1970s was not their doing.

The extent of multinational investments and trade for watches and clocks also indicates the conventional segment to be a Type IV industry. Its foreign investment was sizable. For example, foreign assets approximated 10 percent of total assets in 1972 and 1973, a large percentage. The industry, however, had small intrafirm trade operations. Only 4 percent of all U.S. instrument producers' foreign affiliates' sales were imports to the United States in 1977. Overall, the industry was characterized by a strong foreign investment position and limited export and multinational-related trade flows.

Two other features of this industry should be noted. First, the domestic industry had two segments, the conventional watchmakers and the nonconventional ones. The conventional segment was a Type IV industry, but the nonconventional segment was composed of U.S. semiconductor firms, which were Type III multinationalers. This split within the industry had important economic and political conse-

quences. Second, the industry had another stable segment, composed of importers and assemblers, who imported incomplete watches or watch components requiring little further assembly and had U.S. subsidiaries that sold the watches under well-known brand names. This group, though not considered to be domestic producers, controlled a substantial share of the U.S. watch market. All three of these segments were linked to the international economy, but the traditional domestic manufacturers depended most on the domestic U.S. market, because that was where most of their investments and profits related to watches were located.

The Dependent Variable

The trade policy preferences and activities of the U.S. watch and clock industry in the 1970s were affected much by these splits within it. The traditional manufacturers, led by Timex, were advocates of selective protection of the U.S. market. They opposed any new tariff reductions in 1974 and later sought to have duties on certain imports elevated by congressional legislation. This move to raise some watch tariffs was related to the intra-industry competition between the traditional and solid-state manufacturers. It was part of the traditional firms' strategy to slow down the solid-state watch firms' rapid takeover of the entire U.S. watch market. Having failed to anticipate consumer demand for solid-state watches, these traditional manufacturers hoped that by raising solid-state prices, tariff increases in nonconventional watches would dampen demand and give them time to initiate large-scale production of these new watches.

These manufacturers had a history of dependence on selective trade barriers. After World War II, they worked to obtain protection from Swiss imports. In 1955 they succeeded in getting escape clause relief, which raised the tariff on high-quality watch imports for thirteen years. Even after the escape clause relief was terminated in 1967, tariff rates for the industry remained above the national manufacturing average. In general, though these traditional manufacturers became more linked to the international economy through their growing worldwide sourcing and production of watches and compo-
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nents in the postwar period, they continued to prefer selective protection of the home market against their major sources of foreign competition: high-quality Swiss imports before 1970 and low-cost solid-state imports after 1973.

Opposition to the protectionists’ desire of the domestic manufacturers was weak before the 1970s. Led by importers/assembly firms, this group of opponents had little political influence, because it involved foreign firms and few American jobs. It was strengthened by the growing participation of the U.S. solid-state watch manufacturers. These were large, American semiconductor firms, which protected substantial political as well as economic clout. In the battle over tariff rates, the interests of the nonconventional watchmakers and of the importers/assembly firms coincided, since both preferred an open U.S. market.

An increase in U.S. watch tariffs would hurt these two groups both by increasing their costs and by decreasing their sales in the U.S. market and by inviting retaliation by other countries. The battle over trade policy in the 1970s became part of the watchmakers’ intra-industry competition, with the traditional manufacturers pressing for selective protection and the solid-state producers and importers/assembly firms opposing such a policy.

The watch industry in the 1970s expended most of its efforts on Congress and in internal political activities. It spent little time petitioning the executive branch through the use of U.S. trade laws. Unlike the U.S. radio and television manufacturers, who sought import relief almost exclusively by petitioning the ITC over trade-law violations of various importers, the domestic watch manufacturers infrequently employed this method. Between 1973 and 1976, they filed six ITC petitions. Four petitions were begun as a result of the industry’s pressure on Congress and one of which was an unfair trade petition, which was later withdrawn. When domestic watchmakers’ pressure on Congress did result in ITC investigations of the industry’s trade problems, the ITC usually found unanimously against these domestic manufacturers’ claims. This negative reception strengthened the conventional pattern of watch industry opposition to increased protection.

**Footnotes**


1. Thirteen petitions were filed. Of these, seven (and the only successful ones) were for workers’ trade adjustment assistance. See Judith Goldstein, unpublished data, used in her “Reexamination of U.S. Commercial Policy,” in U.S. ITC, Report on Watches, investigation no. 332-60.

1. Ibid.

1. Throughout the 1970s, the traditional domestic manufacturers—Timex, Bulova, Benrus, and Armin—sought to realize their preference for a more protected U.S. market by lobbying Congress. Their goal in 1973 and 1974 was to have legislation enacted that would exempt the industry from further tariff reductions in the Tokyo Round negotiations and from inclusion in the list of products in the Generalized System of Preferences (GSP). Pressure to obtain these exemptions was evident in their testimony to and lobbying of Congress during consideration of the Trade Reform Act of 1974 (and its predecessors). These domestic manufacturers opposed delegation of tariff-setting authority to the Presidents for the new multilateral trade negotiations. This opposition resulted partially from a desire to stifle any new multilateral trade talks and partially from a desire to exact from the whole bill for inclusion in the industry’s exclusion from the tariff cutting. Timex and Benrus testified against the trade act and worked to obtain President Nixon’s promise that the watch industry would be exempted from duty-free CAP status. These efforts were not very successful. The act was passed, and watches were not given a special status, except in their exemption from CAP.

Failure to receive exemptions from the multilateral tariff-cutting negotiations, combined with rising competition from solid-state watches, prompted a new search for protection by the domestic watch manufacturers. In 1976 these manufacturers, in particular, Thomson, Bulova, and Benrus—induced the House Ways and Means Committee to introduce a bill (H.R. 10176, later H.R. 14606) to alter the tariff classification of solid-state watches and to increase duties upon them dramatically from 25 cents per unit to $5.97. William Mills, chairman of the committee, introduced the bill. The fact that Times had several plants and 70 headquarters in his district was frequently noted. The bill was an instrument of selective protection, since it only affected solid-state watches, and this evoked great opposition. The importers/assembly firms, organized in the American Watch Association (AWA), and the U.S. semiconductor firms involved in solid-state watch production, worked against the bill.
Despite the fact that provisions of the bill would have been "inconsistent with certain 1960 concessions granted by the U.S. under the GATT and could [thus] result in claims for compensation by the countries," the bill initially seemed likely to pass, largely because of Mills's support. When Mills was forced to leave the committee, however, the new chairman, Al Ullman (D-Oreg.), balked activity on the bill and requested that the RTC investigate the industry. The RTC determined unanimously that the industry did not need protection and that the bill was merely an attempt by several domestic producers—mainly Timex—to reduce competition from nonconventional watches. The Ways and Means Committee accepted the RTC's conclusions. Not bowing to Timex's threats to abandon all U.S. production if the bill was not passed, it tabled the bill in 1977.

In part the bill's failure was attributable to Mills' departure from the Ways and Means Committee and to vigorous opposition from the major nonconventional watch producers: Texas Instruments, National Semiconductor, Fairchild Camera, and Hughes Aircraft. But the bill also lost the support of many of its original proponents. Over the two-year period of the bill's consideration, many of the traditional manufacturers began their own production, usually offshore, of solid-state watches, and others simply closed shop or sold out to foreign firms. By March 1977, Benrus, Bulova, and Armin had ended their support for the bill, as they had now produced and imported digital watches from offshore. Only Timex continued to support the bill, and even its support was waning. All the firms instead poured offshore assembly of watch components and began purchasing quartz components from Hughes Aircraft, which opposed Timex's stance on the bill. The traditional producers' economic response to the solid-state watch manufacturers' competition thus deepened their ties to the international economy and thereby diminished their preference for protection.

F.N. March 11, 1977, 7:77. AWA interview.

The other two segments of the watch industry possessed different international ties and different trade policy preferences. The importers/ assemblers were mainly foreign firms that had U.S. sales subsidiaries. Their dependence on imports into the United States for all their sales made their preference for an open U.S. market understandable. Surprisingly, these firms were also well organized politically. Represented by the AWA, they were visible and respected proponents of freer trade for the watch industry. Because they could not claim to speak for any sizable domestic political constituency, how-
U.S. producers began losing their preeminent position, and they experienced substantial economic upheaval in the 1970s.

First, the U.S. industry lost its technological advantage by failing to adopt the new radial tire technology. Foreign tire companies, especially French-based Michelin, moved aggressively into radial production in the late 1960s. After the quadrupling of oil prices in 1974, the fuel-saving radials developed a massive popular following and moved from about 5 percent of the U.S. passenger tire market in 1972 to 100 percent in 1982. The U.S. industry was not prepared when this dramatic shift began in 1973, and the foreign radial imports selected market share rapidly.

Second, foreign autos, trucks, and motorcycles with their own, foreign-made tires were increasingly imported to the United States in the 1970s. As these imports gained U.S. market share, U.S. tire manufacturers lost sales. Not surprisingly, the tire industry gained the most in this process was that of Japan, led by Bridgestone Tire Company. By 1980 the radial tire threat begun by Michelin had been superceded by the tire import threat led by Bridgestone.

The U.S. industry experienced increasing economic difficulties over the 1970s. From its expanding position throughout the 1950s and 1960s it slowed down in the early 1970s and then declined in the later part of the decade. Between 1950 and 1982, twenty-six U.S. tire plants were closed and capacity in the industry was reduced significantly. U.S. tire firms also shifted the bases of their operations geographically, moving operations from Akron, Ohio, to newer, nonunionized plants in the southern United States in search of lower-cost production. Employment grew slowly until 1976, but declined sharply after 1977. The profitability of the tire makers also suffered.

The decade saw a marked reduction in the number of tire firms and the number of plants. In the 1970s, there were only ten major tire manufacturers in the United States, compared to over fifty in the 1960s.

The crisis was exacerbated by the high cost of production and the increased competition from foreign tire companies. The United States was no longer able to maintain its technological lead in the tire industry, and the industry lost its position as the leader in the global market.
This economic distress was accompanied by rising foreign competition from all sides. As noted, for different reasons, both West European and Japanese imports steadily took over U.S. market share. In terms of import penetration, the industry saw a surge from about 3 percent in 1972 to 12 percent in 1976, on an average annual increase of 4 percent between 1973 and 1976.53 Imports reached 991.6 million in 1977 from a value of $832.3 million in 1976.54 The tire industry thus was a likely candidate to demand protection.

U.S. tire manufacturing was a Type IV industry. It had a sizable but declining multinational position and lacked substantial trading operations. Its international trade position was weak. It experienced a net trade deficit throughout the 1970s that grew substantially each year, except for 1974 and 1975 immediately after countervailing duties (CVD) had been placed on certain Canadian imports.55 Its export position over the decade was also small and declining. Exporters averaged about 3.9 percent of domestic consumption.56

The tire industry had a significant multinational component that declined sharply in this period. Its ratio of foreign assets to total assets was 23 percent in 1972 and 19 percent in 1977.57 The industry's declining multinational position was also reflected in its foreign earnings, which fell between 1966 and 1977 from 18 percent to 3 percent.58

Though substantial, its foreign operations were performing poorly. Direct foreign investment by the industry was unevenly distributed. The leading four firms were large multinational in the early 1970s.59 These firms accounted for almost all of the industry's foreign production; the rest was domestically oriented. Among these leading firms, however, multinationalization was increasingly unequally distributed. The leader, Goodyear, who alone controlled one-third of the U.S. market, had by far the most multinational. It received almost 40 percent of its
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up to one-third of their operations outside the United States, these small firms were completely dependent upon the U.S. market. 22

A second notable feature was the rising direct foreign investment in the U.S. industry during the 1970s, which accompanied foreign penetration of the U.S. market by imports. Beginning in the mid-1970s, every major foreign tire maker initiated plans to build or acquire production facilities in the United States. By 1983, four of the leading foreign tire manufacturers were operating American plants. 23 This was one more sign of the mounting competition faced by the American firms.

The Dependent Variable

The trade policy preferences of the U.S. tire and inner tube industry in the 1970s were geared largely to the maintenance of open markets for tires throughout the world. The industry’s preferences revolved around retention of the status quo. The threat of higher duties for tires and inflationary barriers to trade in tire products were also significant. Operating on a global basis and dominant in it, the “big five” U.S. firms had long preferred a world of free trade.

The industry’s political activities reflected this preference. The industry remained satisfied with the existing situation in the 1970s and did little beyond supporting efforts like renewed Tokyo Round negotiations that would keep markets open. Rising import penetration and economic difficulties, however, prompted some activity to obtain relief. The industry initiated a few trade-related actions in particular product lines that were greatly suffering from foreign competition. In these cases, which involved three products—radial tires, bicycle tires, and inner tubes—the industry, after a good deal of internal
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debate, took actions that were intended to make it more difficult for imports to be sold in the United States. 24 These actions were few and were targeted against specific products and importers. These initiatives to curb imports relied upon the use of the U.S. trade laws. When the industry did infrequently approach executive agencies, it attempted to do so with a united front, which was developed only after much intra-industry discussion. No single firm or small group of firms consistently sought import relief of any type in the 1970s. Nor did the tire industry ever try to have legislation introduced in Congress to provide special import relief.

Between 1968 and 1978, the industry was involved in only eight petitions to the ITC. Of these, only one involved the largest market segment—auto tires—where the five large multinationals controlled the market. 25 The other cases focused on smaller sectors where the second- and third-tier domestic firms dominated. In addition, of the eight petitions, only one sought import relief through increased tariffs or quotas. The remaining petitions dealt with charges of export subsidization and dumping by specific importers. Despite its economic difficulties, the industry’s attack on imports was mild and limited.

The first petition, the only one in the 1970s involving car tires, was initiated by the Rubber Manufacturers Association (RMA) in 1972. In this petition the RMA charged that Canadian exports to the United States of radial auto tires produced by Michelin were being subsidized and argued that a cvd should therefore be imposed on them. The Canadian government and Michelin acknowledged that the tire operations were subsidized, but they maintained that the subsidies were intended to promote regional domestic development in Canada and not exports. Thus the issue was not whether subsidization was occurring, but whether it was directed toward export or domestic economic promotion. In a surprising decision, the U.S. Treasury Department ruled that export subsidization was occurring, and it imposed cvds (a 6.6 percent duty) against Canadian radial tire imports by Michelin in 1975. 26

In a sense, this petition represented a valid use of U.S. (and GATT)
trade law to prevent unfair trade practices by other countries. The subsidization was of a type that the GATT system often recognized as legitimate, since it was for domestic economic purposes. This argument was the one Michelin and the Canadian government used in their long battle to have the case dismissed. In fact, Michelin claimed that U.S. firms were using the CVA complaint as a means of dealing with Michelin's technological advantage in radial tires. As one analyst of the case phrased it, "Michelin argued the complaint lodged by the U.S. was actually a disguised attempt to protect the U.S. firms' monopoly position by preventing the better, safer, although higher priced Michelin product from competing in the U.S. market." As in other cases, this petition for trade action was related to intra-industry competition, and in this case involved an effort to offset a competitor's technological advantage through other means.

The industry's decision to file against Michelin required substantial internal discussion and consensus building. Goodyear, having received similar subsidies for other products from the Canadians and fearing retaliation, was not favorably disposed to the action. As the world and U.S. industry leader, Goodyear was opposed to protectionist activity. Goodyear, an official stated, "refused to be identified with any formal protectionist activity because it feared foreign retaliation." Since the chairman of Goodyear in much of the 1970s, Charles Pittard, was also head of the APA, protectionist sentiment arising within the tire industry met with opposition from the APA. In fact, by the end of the 1970s, Goodyear would no longer support the continuing impositions of CVA against Michelin. In 1981, it convinced the APA to end its case against Michelin and thereby helped to terminate the CVA.

The other industry petitions for trade action were related to products where the smaller, domestically oriented firms were most affected. The bicycle tire manufacturers—mainly, Carlisle Tire—filed several petitions for help, demanding escape clause relief and antidumping action. Carlisle's petitions were not joined by the APA, but the association did not prevent the petitions from being filed. In the case of the U.S. inner tube manufacturers who filed antidumping and CVA petitions, the actions were initiated by the small domestic firms like Armstrong Rubber and Cooper Tire, although the large multinational ended up signing the petition. The APA, however, did not participate; instead, these small firms began their own ad hoc committees to develop an industry-wide consensus on the issue. Action concerning the inner tube imports was also targeted against specific importers, such as Taiwan and South Korea. Thus, the petitions filed by the U.S. tire industry against imports were few, selective, and prompted by the small domestic firms in the industry.

The industry's activity in Congress concerning international trade issues was minor in the 1970s. Other issues, such as product liability and safety, labor relations, and tax policy consumed much more of the APA's attention. And even in the trade area, the industry's concerns involved exports and the treatment of multinationals as much as they did the issue of import barriers. The industry expressed some interest in export promotion legislation and in matters concerning the tax treatment of multinationals—i.e., the foreign tax credit issue. The APA's main activity concerning trade barriers involved supporting the idea of a new round of multilateral trade negotiations in 1974-75 through its endorsement of the Trade Act of 1974. The industry by 1979 was less interested in further reductions in U.S. tariffs on tires, but it did support the Trade Act of 1979, endorsing the Tokyo Round negotiations' results. The industry never tried to organize a congressional caucus to promote its trade policy preferences. Throughout the 1970s, it was content with the trade policies in place. The industry's internal politics reflected the differences in economic position among its firms. Though all segments of the industry faced rising import competition and serious economic difficulties, the ones most frequently resorting to trade relief petitions were those dominated by the smaller, domestically oriented firms. The bicycle tire and inner tube makers petitioned for help, while the major auto tire manufacturers refrained from such political activity and preferred to re-
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spend economically on their problems. In the face of serious economic decline, the large firms opted to diversify and to increase their international operations rather than to call for protection. 26

These differences within the industry were not reflected as much in its political organization. All the firms in the tire industry, except McCreary Tire, belonged to the SME. Although dominated by the large multinational tire makers, the SME's tire division also represented the small U.S. manufacturers. It lent support to their petitions for trade relief in the late 1970s and the early 1980s but did not participate in decision making on these issues for two reasons. First, not all the major firms liked the idea of pursuing the petitions, and the SME refused to take action whenever unanimous consent was lacking. 27 Second, the SME was legally forbidden by the Federal Trade Commission from collecting and circulating data on industry prices necessary for the filing of anti-dumping suits. 28 Apparently, fear of antitrust violations kept the SME out of the petition process.

Because of these two factors, the SME refused to handle the smaller firms' trade complaints. These firms then decided to form their own ad hoc committee, as already mentioned, to develop consensus within the industry on the trade complaints. Consensus building was very important in this industry, largely because the petitioners' problem was obtaining the support of the industry leader, Goodyear, who preferred free trade. Without Goodyear's tacit support, any petition lacked credibility; hence, Goodyear had to be convinced, along with the other major firms, not to oppose the petitions. The industry's economic structure thus rendered political consensus building a necessity, while the major firms' well-developed links to the international economic trade policy actions to hinder imports undesirable and difficult to undertake, even in the face of tremendous economic distress. Rather than seek protection, the major firms adjusted on their own, shedding unprofitable operations, diversifying, and/or developing new products.
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CHAPTER 5

The French Case Studies, 1970s

We now turn to six French industries of the 1970s, and examine them in terms of our primary hypothesis: that industries with greater links to the international economy should be less protectionist than more domestically oriented industries, even when both face serious economic distress. As in chapters 3 and 4, each case is divided into two parts. First, the industry's economic distress and import problems, which indicate its a priori interest in protecting its domestic market, are discussed. The industry's ties to the international economy are also detailed, generating predictions about its preferences on trade policy issues. Other relevant features of the industry are then examined as well.

The second section of each case explores the preferences of the industry vis-à-vis trade policy. For French firms in the 1970s, four different arenas for communicating their trade policy views existed. The industry expressed its national trade policy interests, usually involving its complaints about foreign trade and its desire for import surveillance or limitation, to French government officials. Second, the industry made known its demands for industrial policy measures through pressure on the appropriate French officials for increased aid, subsidies, reduced tax burdens, and new norms and standards affecting foreign competition. Third, the industry's desire for trade policy actions at the European Community (EC) level may be seen in its preferences expressed regarding the tariff negotiations of GATT, its complaints about foreign dumping, subsidization, or injury by imports, and its demands for import surveillance or limitation by the EC. The fourth arena was internal, involving the industry's own discussions and determination of strategies to deal with its problems.

CASE 1: Footwear

Prior to the mid-1970s, the French footwear industry was a success. The industry was the second largest in Europe, just behind Italy, and the world's third largest footwear exporter. This success was reversed after 1975. From this point on, the industry declined steadily and experienced severe economic distress due to increasing imports, declin-